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Our Story
Hello, we are Mark and Hermes! 

Thanks for taking the time to get 

to know us and learning about 

why we want to start our family.

We first met in the summer of 

2009. We were both in college at 

the time, and part of a 10-week 

scientific research program in 

San Diego. We became friends 

at the beginning of the program 

and our friendship developed 

throughout the summer. Hermes, 

an avid tennis player, taught Mark 

how to play, while Mark, who 

had grown up cooking, taught 

Hermes to find his way around 

the kitchen. We were ‘official’ 

by the end of the summer and 

haven’t looked back since!

After college, we both attended 

graduate school in San Diego. 

We got our first apartment 

together in 2011 where we lived 

until completing our degrees. 

2015 was a big year for us – we 

finished our degrees, got married 

and moved to Sweden for new 

jobs, all within a few short 

months.

In Sweden, we performed scientific research for three years where we fell deeper in love as we 

traveled around Europe, learned a new language and made lifelong friends. 

We moved back to San Diego in 2018 to be closer to Hermes’ parents. Around this time, we 

also began discussing how we could grow our family. We decided on adoption because we 

want to share our love and lives with a child, but also want to provide a supportive home for a 

child who needs one. 

On an adventure

Our wedding day!

Us being cute



Meet Hermes

More About Hermes: 

Occupation: Scientist 

Favorite Hobbies: Tennis, 

playing the flute, hiking

Favorite Band or Artist: 

Florence and the Machine

Signature Recipe: 

Whatever Mark is cooking ;)

Fun Fact: I have a twin 

brother!

Enjoying the sunset Hermes and his Vovó in Brazil

Hermes supporting science in D.C.

Growing up with my parents and twin 

brother in Los Angeles, Friday night 

dinners were special. It was the one night 

of the week when each of us took a break 

from whatever was going on in our lives 

to sit down together and celebrate the 

Jewish Sabbath. In my family, Shabbat 

dinner was a time to unwind, forget about 

whatever was stressing us out, and just 

enjoy being together as a family.

Celebrating the Sabbath each week was 

a tradition that came from my dad’s 

family, but on most Fridays, my mom 

would cook feijoada, a dish of rice, black 

beans, collard greens, and pork sausage 

(definitely not kosher!), which is the 

national dish of her home country of 

Brazil. We were probably the only home 

in Los Angeles eating Jewish Challah 

bread over a steaming bowl of Brazilian 

food! However, to us, this blending of 

two different traditions felt completely 

natural. It was simply the way our family 

celebrated being together.

I am so excited to continue my Shabbat 

dinner tradition with Mark and the child 

we bring into our lives. Each Friday night, 

we can each take a pause, be grateful for 

everything we have, and celebrate being 

together as a family.



Meet Mark

More About Mark: 

Occupation: Professor 

Favorite Hobbies: Cycling, 

singing, cooking

Favorite Band or Artist: 

Sara Bareilles 

Signature Recipe: Home-

made pizza or lasagna

Fun Fact: In 2018, Mark 

cycled around Sweden’s 

second largest lake.

Feeding the lorikeets at the San Diego Zoo!

Us on a recent trip to visit 

Mark’s family - brrrr!

Mark enjoying the midnight sun in Sweden

I grew up in Minnesota with 

my parents and two older 

brothers. As a child, my 

parents took me and my 

brothers on many outdoor 

adventures across the 

U.S. From camping in the 

wilderness areas in northern 

Minnesota to epic canoe 

camping trips in Utah, my 

parents instilled in us a love 

of nature. 

When I grew up and moved 

out of the house, this love 

of the outdoors and travel 

led me to explore the world 

on my own. Shortly after 

moving away from home, I 

met a new travel buddy and 

best friend in Hermes who 

was equally excited about 

seeing the world. Travel has 

enriched my life so much 

and I appreciate my parents 

for all of the experiences 

they gave to me. As I look 

to the future, I am excited 

to provide a child with the 

same amazing opportunities 

I had growing up!

In addition to valuing the 

outdoors and travel, my parents 

emphasized the importance of 

an education. After finishing 

college with an engineering 

degree, I pursued a graduate 

degree in San Diego and then 

continued my academic training 

in Sweden, where Hermes 

and I lived for three years as 

researchers. My passion for 

education led me back to San 

Diego where I am currently a 

professor at a local university. 

As Hermes and I begin our 

family together, we are looking 

forward to raising a child in a 

household that values education 

as much as we do.  



We live walking distance to 

great restaurants, a giant 

park, lots of museums, and 

the amazing San Diego Zoo. 

We already have a family 

membership to the Zoo and 

we can’t wait to bring a little 

one to say hello to the gorillas 

or check on how the baby 

giraffe is growing-up.

San Diego has amazing 

weather and we’re just a 

short drive away from perfect 

beaches for boogie boarding 

and beautiful mountains for 

hiking. We’re so excited to 

raise a child in this beautiful 

and fun community.

In 2020, we bought our dream home! It’s a historic house that was built in 1912. The 

house has three bedrooms and a great living room (with a real fireplace!) that’s perfect 

for hanging out as a family. We have enough room for our bedroom, the child’s room, 

and a guest room for whichever family member is currently craving a little San Diego 

sunshine!

The neighborhood and school district were two big reasons we fell in love with our 

home. We have a great elementary school literally down the street and terrific middle 

and high schools nearby. Our neighborhood is in one of the most vibrant and diverse 

areas of San Diego. It was important to us to live in an area that reflects our values of a 

good education and an inclusive community.

Our Home

In front of our home Playing Scrabble on the front porch

Enjoying our living room together



Mark’s folks are already 

grandparents and love to 

spend ‘pizza sparkly movie 

night’ with Mark’s two 

nephews. This means they do 

the true job of any grandparent 

and spoil their grandchildren 

with a sleepover full of pizza, 

soda, and a fun movie. Mark’s 

parents also love to road trip 

and hate Minnesota winters, so 

they spend several weeks each 

winter in San Diego staying 

with us. We know they’ll be 

amazing grandparents to the 

child we adopt.

In our families, being there for 

one another means everything. 

When Hermes came out as gay 

to his parents, their only question 

was whether they would still 

get to be grandparents. Hermes 

assured them they would. When 

we told them we were engaged, 

they wanted to discuss options 

for us to become parents right 

away. To put it mildly, they’re 

super excited to be grandparents 

and since they live close by in LA, 

they’ll be terrific support as we 

become new parents.

Our Family We are both close to our 

brothers and their wives. 

Hermes’ twin brother lives in 

Brooklyn, NY, with his wife, 

but we make sure to visit each 

other several times a year. 

Most recently, Hermes and 

Mark hosted Hermes’ brother 

and parents for Thanksgiving. 

It felt terrific to have everyone 

in our new home. Mark’s two 

brothers and their wives live in 

Minnesota. We enjoy getting 

together in Saint Paul each 

December and spending a 

white Christmas playing in the 

snow. Everyone is thrilled to 

welcome a new member of 

the family.

Traveling with Hermes’ parents

Hermes and his twin brother Mark cross-country skiing with his brother in Minnesota

Mark’s brothers and their families at our wedding



Our Love of the Outdoors

Since Hermes and his mother are Brazilian, 

visiting this vibrant country is always a 

heartwarming experience. On our most 

recent trip to Brazil, we were able to take in 

the New Year’s Eve fireworks from Hermes’ 

grandmother’s (vovó in Portuguese) balcony 

- this was truly an unforgettable experience! 

As we look to the future, we are so excited 

about bringing a child along on our 

adventures! Whether we are just hanging 

out at our local beach or hiking/camping in 

far-off places, we’re certain that a little one 

will quickly gain an appreciation for great 

adventures too. 

Both of us grew up in homes 

where outdoor adventures were 

a constant part of our lives. 

Our parents exposed us to all 

sorts of outdoor fun - camping, 

skiing, hiking, or just lounging 

at the beach were always 

part of our family vacations. 

The love of the outdoors was 

one of the first things that we 

connected with as a couple and 

since getting together in 2009, 

we have been on countless 

adventures! 

Given our love of the 

outdoors, San Diego is the 

perfect city for us! We can 

meet our friends at the beach 

for a picnic or a bonfire, hang 

out in local parks, or take a 

hike in the nearby mountains. 

We even got engaged on 

our favorite hike in the 

mountains outside of San 

Diego. We also love to travel 

to far off destinations. One 

of our favorite places to visit 

together is Brazil.

Enjoying the San Diego sunshine!

Ice skating in Sweden Hiking in wintry Minnesota

On a hike in Brazil



Our Love of Great Food

Later on, while living in Stockholm, we 

discovered how amazing fresh salmon can 

taste. We blended our love of Mexican 

food with our new surroundings and 

started making salmon tacos. This was a 

hit with all of our new friends! 

Throughout our experiences as a couple, 

the dishes we create have reflected each 

of our cultures and everything we’ve gone 

through together. We always have a lot 

of fun when we’re cooking together in 

the kitchen. Whether it’s a salmon dish 

we picked up in Stockholm or a fish stew 

from Brazil, we can’t wait to share our 

love of cooking and great food with the 

newest sidekick in our kitchen. 

Back in 2009, Hermes wasn’t much of 

a cook. By contrast, Mark had been his 

mom’s kitchen sidekick since he could 

chop an onion. When we first started 

hanging out, Mark would cook Hermes 

dinner after the end of a long day in the 

lab. Mark quickly learned that the fastest 

way to Hermes’ heart was through his 

stomach. By the end of our first summer, 

Hermes had become Mark’s kitchen 

sidekick and we grew closer enjoying the 

dishes we created together.

In 2009, Mark’s specialties were 

homemade pizza and a five-bean 

chili. But soon after we started 

dating, Mark had the chance to 

travel with Hermes to Brazil to 

meet his grandparents. In Brazil, 

Mark fell in love with Brazilian food 

and learned to cook the black 

beans and rice dish (feijoada) 

and seafood stew (moqueca) that 

Hermes grew up eating with his 

family. 

Mark discovering Brazilian black beans

Hermes enjoying brunch Eating some princess cake in Sweden

Cooking in our kitchen



Thank you for taking the time to get to know us! We’re both thrilled to have the 

chance to become parents and look forward to giving a baby an incredible future. 

We recognize that the decision to allow a couple to adopt your child is one of the 

hardest decisions anyone can make. If chosen as the adoptive parents, we will make 

sure that your child always knows what an enormous sacrifice their mother made 

to give them the best opportunities for their future. We’re open to any type of 

adoption arrangement (open, semi-open, or closed). We want to make sure you feel 

comfortable with the decision and would be happy to provide whatever updates or 

additional information you’d like.

We wish you all the best, and hope we get a chance to get to know each other.

Thank You!

A Baby Step Adoption 

http://www.ababystepadoption.com 

Phone: (888) 505-2367 Text: (610) 613-1911 

Email: info@ababystepadoption.com


